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FUTURE MOBILITY, LIVEABLE CITIES
& SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT

S UPPORT ED BY

PROGRAMME | MAIN STAGE | DAY 1
Title for Session | Speakers

PROGRAMME | MAIN STAGE | DAY 1
Format

Track

9:30 WELCOME TO TIMS 2022
Your host - Katharina Moser
9:40 THE PRIORITIES IN TRANSPORT FOR A BETTER FUTURE

Keynote

Smart
Cities &
Infrastucture

Keynote
Q&A

Smart
Cities &
Infrastucture

Keynote

Panel

A greener more equitable transport solution

Carbon
Neutral
Transport

Shared
Mobility

August Svedenstedt, Country Manager, Sweden/Denmark at TIER Mobility
Jonna Heikkinen, Transit Partnerships EMEA at UBER
Frank McCleary, Partner at Porsche Consulting, Inc.
Moderated by Anders Wall, Chief Financial Officer at GreenMobility
Fireside
chat

Carbon
Neutral
transport

Diana Skyum, Head of Office and Communications,
the Cycle Superhighway Collaboration in the Capital Region of Denmark
Casper Wulff, Founding Partner at RAW Mobility
Moderated by Ed Lancaster, Senior Program Manager at Global Designing
Cities Initiative

Panel

Women In
Mobility

15:20 WHAT ROLE WILL THE CAR HAVE IN 2050

Panel

Carbon
Neutral
Transport

Panel

Automated
Vehicles

The car has always been more than just a means of mobility. From the last century to the present day, it has developed into
the personal and personalized space of its driver, has advanced technical progress and infrastructure, created jobs, caused
amazement and in many cases also given a piece of freedom. On the other hand, there is an immense environmental
impact from production, operation and disposal as well as the creation and maintenance of the necessary road and energy
infrastructure. In addition, the accident record in road traffic is unprecedented. Digitization and connectivity, new forms of
drive, autonomous driving systems, new business models, ever-increasing customer requirements and the intensive call for
sustainability are already fundamentally changing the automobile and its mobility concept. But where is the journey going?
What are car manufacturers, suppliers and tech companies working on right now for the products of the coming years and
what role will the car play in 2050?

Carolin Strauß, Head of Division Strategy Mercedes-Benz at Mercedes-Benz AG
Sascha Semmler, Head of Innovation at Continental
Henrik Sörensson, Head of Industry Auto & CPG at Meta
Moderated by Sarah Harman, Moderator of IAA MOBILITY Visionary Club
PANEL SESSION CURATED BY

Cities all around Europe have defined ambitious objectives in terms of sustainability, inclusiveness and safety; efforts to
achieve these objectives are supported by the European Union via the recently launched “Cities mission”, in which the mobility
pillar will be of upmost importance. By mobilising public and private resources, EU partnerships 2Zero (Towards zero emission
road transport) and CCAM (Connected, Cooperative and Automated Mobility) can speed up the development of innovative
technologies and help cities accelerate their transition towards a more desirable future. During the panel discussion,
partnerships and public authorities representatives will share their views on how the two partnerships support urban
transition by contributing to decarbonization, air quality improvement, more efficient traffic and parking management
and use of urban spaces, as well as defining the infrastructure requirements that should be met to ensure a successful
deployment of innovations.

SESSION CURATED BY

Cycle Superhighways and Green Cycling Routes - the rise of cyclist and the positive aspects
for the City of Copenhagen and Greater Copenhagen Area.

14:50 BRIDGING THE GENDER GAP IN THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
Anna Clark, Mobility Innovation @ Tryg, President at Women EIT
Mariska Matadin, Global Business Development Manager Data, Smart
Cities, and Mobility at Bridgestone Mobility Solutions
Marianne Weinreich, Market Manager Smart Mobility at Ramboll
Lieke Ypma, Founder at Telling Studio GmbH
Moderated by Abiola Olaniyi from Siemens Mobility
for Female Voice in Mobility

16:10 EU PARTNERSHIPS: TECHNOLOGY MEETING THE USERS TO SUPPORT
URBAN TRANSITIONS

Helene Nicklasson, VP Innovation Ecosystems and Partnerships at Volvo
Group
Armin Gräter, BMW Leader Digitalisation and Automated Driving
at BMW Group, CCAM Association Chairman
Moderated by Stefan Deix, Director of EUCAR

12:15 CYCLE SUPERHIGHWAYS AND GREEN CYCLING ROUTES

Smart
Cities &
Infrastucture

It is an ambition of all the Nordic regions that all transport should be as emission-free and safe as possible.
Efficient, environmentally friendly, profitable and safe mobility requires a digital mindset, a good overview, system handling
and smart regulation. It requires technology, solutions and new business models. It requires collaboration, involvement and
new ways of working and not just within one country but across borders.
In a fire chat setting learn more about the collaboration between the Nordic ITS associations: NORDIC+. What is the Nordic
way? NOMAD, a MaaS project funded by Nordic Innovation, is used as a showcase for how all ITS associations in the Nordics
plus Estonia is working together for borderless connected and more sustainable mobility.

SESSION CURATED BY

SESSION CURATED BY

The joint ambition of the automotive industry is contributing to the European Green Deal targets and achieving a climateneutral continent by 2050, while fully unleashing the potential of digitalisation in road transport through connectivity and
automation. For this twin transition towards greener and more digital mobility solutions, we need to advance technologies
with targeted research and innovation action in co-creation with society showing that the quality of living is complemented
by the quality of mobility. As innovation is accelerating, we need to further invest in research and development with new
partnerships, new ways of thinking and new technologies. EUCAR, the European Council for Automotive R&D of the major
European passenger car and commercial vehicle manufacturers, strives for sustainable, safe, clean and efficient road
transport solutions while strengthening the industry’s competitiveness. EUCAR facilitates and coordinates pre-competitive
research and development projects. This enables cooperation among stakeholders and provides co-funding for precompetitive activities. Over the past years, EUCAR initiated several large European projects with relevant outcomes to drive
zero-emission, connected and automated mobility, demonstrating that EUCAR projects make a difference, with relevant
results and benefits for society, setting crucial standards for the future.

Panel

Line Barfoed, Mayor of Technology & Environment at City of Copenhagen
Moderated by Katharina Moser

Søren Bom, Capital Region of Denmark, and part of the NOMAD program
Søren Sørensen, Chairman of the Board ITSDanmark

Nina Guckes, platform manager for hydrogen drive technology at Siemens

11:45 AUTOMOTIVE INNOVATION: EUCAR FIRESIDE CHAT

Micro
Mobility &
Active Travel

14:15 THE NORDIC WAY - CONNECTED AND SUSTAINABLE

Ambitious energy and climate objectives, e.g. EU goal of 90% CO2 reduction until 2050 in transport industry as well as local
facts like electrification level of only approximately 60% of the rail network in Germany form several reasons for trains with
alternative systems. The demand for CO2-free trains is increasing. The innovative and comfortable Mireo Plus H train is
a solution that not only replaces diesel multiple units, but also offers customers added value in form of reduced nitrogen
oxides, lower noise pollution and lower maintenance as well as life cycle costs. The presentation gives an overview of the
development process of the train and answers the question, where and when the Mireo Plus H will be on track.

11:15 A VISION FOR SHARED MOBILITY

Fireside
Chat

13:15 NETWORKING BREAK/LUNCH

Franck Leveque, Vice President Strategic Planning & Incubation at
Bridgestone Mobility Solutions
10:45 ZERO CARBON EMISSIONS IN PUBLIC RAIL TRANSPORT
MAKING THIS A REALITY

Track

Beyond sustainability: Copenhagen bicycle strategy and his societal benefits
(overall costs, related with health, social inclusion, etc).

Kris Peeters, Vice-President of the European Investment Bank
There are many challenges around the world influencing tomorrow’s mobility, such as climate change and urbanization.
Meanwhile mobility is continuing to scale up with personal and goods transportation, leading to growing traffic congestion
and air pollution in cities. To tackle these urban challenges, municipalities are increasingly implementing smart solutions.
By becoming smart cities and using digital solutions they can achieve their own sustainability, safety and efficiency goals
for a better urban life for all. But how can this digital transformation help to improve these inner-city challenges, particularly
where the future of mobility is concerned? When implementing smart mobility solutions, it’s all about utilising data and those
coming from connected vehicles are playing a big role. Leveraging this connected vehicles data is vital to developing mobility
innovations and can help us to meet the future needs of smart cities. Data intelligence will hold the key for municipalities and
businesses to making the right decisions at the right times—whether they’re connected, electric, autonomous, or even shared.
It’s utilizing these data-driven insights from connected vehicles that will build the backbone of urban mobility in the future.
They will shape a more sustainable world where people and goods travel safely, efficiently, and comfortably.

Format

12:55 BEYOND SUSTAINABILITY: DANISH BICYCLE STRATEGY

Transport infrastructure and networks require constant maintenance, upgrade and investments. The energy crisis we
are facing this year increases the need for quality investments in the sector and can be a catalyst for adopting clean
solutions across Europe. A radical change of behavior will make the transition possible, in particular in urban mobility, with
opportunities created by Mobility as a Service. Circular economy will play a key role in rethinking the supply chain.
Social issues become center-stage in rethinking the transport sector. Innovation plays a fundamental role in shaping the
future of mobility. Net Zero objective by 2050 is a goal also for the Transport sector, and the EIB intends to proactively provide
financial and advisory support.

10:15 SMART CITIES - BUILDING THE BACKBONE OF FUTURE URBAN MOBILITY

Title for Session | Speakers

Keynote
and
Panel

Micro
Mobility &
Active Travel

Jean Luc di Paola Galloni, Group Corporate VP Sustainable Development
and External Affairs of Valeo
Wiebke Pankauke, European Commission, Directorate-General for
Research and Innovation Deputy Head of Unit
Armin Graeter, Digitalisation and Automated Driving, BMW Group
Mikael Ivari, Senior Advisor, CITY OF GOTHENBURG, Urban Transport
Administration
Moderated by Lucie Beaumel, Director at EGVIAfor2Zero
PANEL SESSION CURATED BY

16:55 END OF DAY 1
Your host - Katharina Moser

PROGRAMME | MAIN STAGE | DAY 2
Title for Session | Speakers

PROGRAMME | MAIN STAGE | DAY 2
Format

Track

Keynote
& Q&A

Micromobility
& Active
Travel

9:30 WELCOME TO TIMS 2022 DAY 2
Your host - Katharina Moser
9:40 I DON’T RIDE A BIKE TO ADD DAYS TO MY LIFE - I RIDE A BIKE TO
ADD LIFE TO MY DAYS

Cycling is society’s Swiss army knife: Not matter what the problem is, cycling can contribute to solving the problem. More
cycling can dramatically reduce society’s healthcare costs – the Danish Ministry of Transportation has calculated the savings
to be 0,96 € per cycled km. If we triple cycling in Denmark, the CO2 reduction will be equivalent to 1 million electric cars, and
every time we move a person from seat to saddle, congestion and pressure on parking space will be reduced.
However, it is not these societal benefits but the joyful feeling of freedom and sensing the world around me, which makes
me choose the bike as my primary mean of transportation. Kids have the same joyful attitude to biking, but sadly enough,
the way we have developed a car-centric lifestyle takes the joy away, and as soon they are old enough, they move from the
backseat to the front seat with the steering wheels in their hands. By using collective sticks and individual carrots, we need to
help citizens to rediscover the joy of cycling.

Many countries have inspiring targets for new electric cars, but the Swedish 2030-target is for all vehicles, new and existing.
The 2030-secretariat explains the target and through key performance indicators shows us what is moving fast and what
needs to pick up speed.

Keynote
& Q&A

Carbon
Neutral
Transport

Panel

Maas And
Ticketing

Dr. Joerg Schmidt, Business Development Director at Liftango

Title for Session | Speakers

Track

Keynote
& Panel

Liveable
Cities

13:10 THE YEAR OF THE BIKE OR THE NEW ERA OF THE BIKE?
Henk Swarttouw, President, European Cyclists’ Federation
Moderated by Katharina Moser

Fireside
Chat

Micro
Mobility &
Active Travel

14:20 SUSTAINABLE INVESTING THE ROLE OF MOBILITY
IN SAVING THE PLANET & THE FUTURE OF FLEXIBLE URBAN
CHARGING EMPOWERED BY HEYCHARGE

Keynote
& Q&A

Electromobility

Panel

Shared
Mobility

Keynote
& Q&A

Designing
For The
Future Of
Mobility

Keynote
& Q&A

Carbon
Neutral
Transport

The keynote focuses on cultivating ventures that have sustainability embedded in their makeup and potential investing
strategies for these types of companies. We will explain how come that backing purpose-driven entrepreneurs is not just a
topic for pure impact investors anymore. How sustainable investing and technology can influence change for the better?
Hear first-hand from Robert Lasowski, CEO our amazing portfolio company – HeyCharge, how they succeeded in becoming
game-changers.

Aurelien Cottet, Instant Systems & MAAS ALLIANCE
Ferdinand Burgersdijk, Strategic Advisor / Project Lead - Living Laboratory
for MaaS at Benelux Union
Boyd Cohen, CEO, Co-founder at Iomob
Tu-Tho Thai, Director, Partnerships & Events, MobilityData
Moderated by Soren Sorenson, Chairman at ITS DENMARK & CEO
at SFMCON

Sustainability in transport is more than just a buzzword. Nevertheless most approaches today, focus on public transport
only in order to improve C02 emissions. But even corporations can massively contribute to a more sustainable and greener
transport approach - if you follow some basic rules. The given presentation will support you in learning and understanding
how corporate mobility solutions can help shape a better future. Additionally, it will also show you how such schemes can
support meeting ESG targets, save money, improve employee morale and wellbeing, and increase socialising amongst staff.

Format

Johan Høgåsen-Hallesby, Co-founding Partner at Beta Mobility

13:40 NETWORKING BREAK/LUNCH

Building trust and collaboration among MaaS stakeholders - How do we create this trust? How do we make Maas work fro
Citizens and for commerical organisations? How do we bridge the Gaps to enable collaboration?

11:45 CORPORATE MOBILITY 3.0 - A GROUNDBREAKING SUSTAINABILITY
APPROACH FOR GREENER TRANSPORT SCHEMES

Startups

Jens Martin Skibsted, Global Partner, VP Foresight & Mobility at Manyone

SESSION CURATED BY

11:15 MAKING TRAVEL A SEAMLESS AND INTERCONNECTED
GLOBAL EXPERIENCE
Laura Reupke, Head of International Sales and Business Development at
IOKI - a DB Company
Annemari Muru, CEO at Liigu
Jule Gehrke, Co-Founder of Mob
Moderated by Robert Stolt, Associate Partner at Porsche Consulting

Keynote
(Q&A)

Infrastructure - data, finance, roads, rails... - might not dictate modalities of the future. What could be the new objects,
modalities, typologies? Why not think of the car as a bicycle? What if we thought of mobility vertically? It’s time to break the
hype, and prioritize space management and energy efficiency. The adaptability of solution is limited by the specificity of each
city. Copenhagenizing and rethinking multimodal public transport is not a universal solution, yet it is an important one that
will affect cities at large.

Maria Stenström

10:45 MAKING MAAS WORK - GETTING STAKEHOLDERS TO COLLABORATE

The Nordic region is home to a healthy ecosystem of mobility startups spanning new vehicles, sensor-technology, charging
infrastructure, fast growing B2C services and much more. In a recent study, Beta Mobility gathered data on these startups
and mapped out a Nordic Mobility Landscape. In this session, key insights will be covered along with a highlight of examples
from the region.

12:40 COPENHAGENIZING AND RETHINKING MULTIMODAL
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Jens Peter Hansen, President of Danish Cycling Federation
10:15 SWEDEN: FOSSIL FREE TRANSPORT SECTOR BY 2030.

12:10 THE NORDIC MOBILITY STARTUP ECOSYSTEM

Inga Grieger, Business Development Manage at BMW Iventures
Robert Lasowski, Co-founder & CBDO at HeyCharge
14:45 RETHINK URBAN MOBILITY
Panel

Keynote

Maas And
Ticketing

Shared
Mobility

Billions of dollars are constantly pushed into the mobility market while the pandemic and climate crisis among other threats
are shaping the way we think about and use mobility solutions. Let’s explore how we can stop to react and rather take proactive steps towards innovative solutions to really make mobility accessible to everyone, everywhere.

Jonathan Gleixner, Co-Founder & CEO at GoUrban and guests
Søren Meier Svendsen, General Manager at Wolt
Frederik Heesch Hansen, Regional City Manager Copenhagen at
TIER Mobility
Søren Bom, Chief Consultant at Region Hovedstaden
moderated by Renée Ramdohr, Senior Partnerships & External Relations
Manager at GoUrban
SESSION CURATED BY

15:30 THE FUTURE OF ELECTRIC BOATS

In the evolution of an industry that has remained steadfast in its traditions, for better or for worse.
With new technology and innovative research, smart design and sustainable materials, X Shore embraces the long tradition
of maritime craftsmanship while discarding the dirty institution of fossil fuels. They don’t see themselves as disrupters. They
are not here to reinvent the wheel, but rather to right the ship. To set a course for long-term sustainability that we can all be
proud of

Helena Fagraeus Lundström, Chief Sustainability and
Strategy Officer at Xshore
16:15 SHIFTING BUS FLEETS TO ZERO EMISSIONS

Cities around the world are introducing electric buses, driven by growing concerns over urban air quality, carbon emissions
and potential operational cost savings. But what are the challenges for cities, transport operators and how do we overcome
them to smooth the transition?

Jeppe Gaard, Chief Revenue Officer at Movia Public Transport
16:45 END OF DAY 2
Your host - Katharina Moser

PROGRAMME | TOWNHALL STAGE | DAY 1
Title for Session | Speakers
11:30 A VISION FOR MICROMOBILITY

Electric two- and three-wheel vehicles are gaining in popularity. They are fun – cheap and a great way to help mobility
challenges for cities and municipalities. What does the future hold for the market? What are the opportunities for Cities and
Startups? Are there options for other players in this value chain?

PROGRAMME | TOWNHALL STAGE | DAY 2
Format

Track

Panel &
Forum

Micromobility

Erdem Ovacik, Founder at Donkey Republic
Joseph Brennan, Co-founder at Zoba
Christian Thomassen, Nordic Public Policy Manager at BOLT
Fredrik Timell, Senior Public Affairs Manager at Nordics @ Lime
Moderated by Johan Vardrup
12:00 HOW TO BUILD AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE CITY:
DEPLOYING CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

Panel

Electromobility

The deployment of EV charging infrastructure is critical for the growth of the EV market. Cities must build EV charging
infrastructure at scale, and encourage investment from other stakeholders.

Peter Kjær Hansen, Head of Department, Network Analysis and Asset
Management, Civil Engineer at Green Power Denmark
Kasper Brenøe Isbrand, Project Manager, Mobility Unit, Technical and
Environmental Department, City of Copenhagen
Julie Leth, Local Government Denmark
Jeppe Hartmann, Politcal chief at Drivkraft Danmark
Moderated by Maja Sig Vestergaard, eMobility planner, Senior Engineer at
Rambøl
12:45 THE USE OF AI WITHIN INTELLIGENT TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEMS

DOLL Living Lab are hosting an on-stage session focused on the use of AI within intelligent traffic light systems. The session
will cover a brief status of the current state of affairs within the mobility sector, with regards to AI. After a brief round of partner
presentations, partners of the living lab and moderator Andreas Møgelmose will subsequently delve into talks about key
challenges and opportunities of the field, as well as about how a living lab can build bridges between manufacturers, public
decision makers and knowledge institutions through the means of technology.

Keynote
& Q&A

Smart
Cities &
Infrastucture

Micromobility

14:15 DATA DRIVEN REPAIR DISTRIBUTION AS A BASIS FOR SUSTAINABLE REPAIR
Niels Kaae, Country Manager Nordics at Open Claims

Keynote
& Q&A

Clean &
Sustainable

14:45 2030 VISION OF GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY: OPPORTUNITIES FROM
CONVERGENCE OF AUTONOMOUS, CONNECTED & ELECTRIFIED TRENDS

Keynote
& Q&A

SESSION CURATED BY

Frost & Sullivan, as global leading growth consulting and market intelligence company with 60 years experience supporting
global players in the automotive industry, will provide his wide vision about 2030 evolution of global automotive industry,
focusing on implications and value chain opportunities from CASE convergence trends like industry electrification and
powertrain mix, platformization strategies, software defined vehicles, autonomous driving, life-on-board technologies and
other disruptive perspectives.

Keynote
and Demo

Shared
Mobility

Miguel Martinez, Hamburg University of Applied Sciences
Leo Mustafa, Head of System Innovation at Consider it GmbH
15:45 INNOVATIVE CASES IN MOBILITY WITH EQUITY IN MIND

Representatives from Ioki, European Cyclist’s Federation, JAJA Architects and Smart City Insights will take part in a panel, aimed
at looking at innovative cases through each unique perspective. With this topic in mind, each of the panelists will bring one
concrete case study or example with them and ask for questions and contributions from the other panelists and audience. The
case studies will be focused on a wide scope of mobility, but always with attention to the equitable impact of the case.

Henk Swarttouw, President at European Cyclists’ Federation
Robert Martin, Head of Mobility at JAJA Architects
Peter Bjørn Larsen, Founder and Director at Smart City Insights Aps
Ginevra Mutti, International Sales and Business Development Manager at ioki
Moderated by Tamlyn Shimizu, Global Partnerships & Communications Lead
at BABLE Smart Cities
16:30 END OF DAY ON THIS STAGE

Keynote
& Q&A

Liveable
Cities

Keynote

Liveable
Cities

11:00 ON-DEMAND TRANSIT CAN UNLOCK URBAN AND RURAL MOBILITY
Kay Gade, Project manager at German Aerospace Centre
Marc Figuls, Managing partner at Factual Consulting
Jonna Heikkinen, Transit Partnerships EMEA at UBER
James Lancaster, Head of European Mobility Innovation, Partnerships
& Policy at Enterprise Holdings

Panel

Shared &
Autonomous
Mobility

11:30 SHARED MICROMOBILITY’S ROLE IN CREATING LIVEABLE CITIES

Fireside
chat

Liveable
Cities

Keynote
& Q&A

Micro
Mobility &
Active Travel

Keynote

Maas And
Ticketing

10:00 CREATING INCLUSIVE AND ACCESSIBLE MOBILITY SOLUTIONS
THAT FIT CITIZEN NEEDS: THE UMCASE METHOD

Nowadays, user involvement in mobility is mostly related to testing digital applications and innovative solutions. However,
this means that certain groups are left behind, as they may not have the knowledge, skills, interest or monetary capacity to
access this technology. Additionally, user involvement and co-creation are still often forgotten when developing non-digital
public transport solutions. Thus, UMCASE (Citizens’ inclusive and accessible urban mobility solutions) will create an innovative
method to engage key city actors in creating the mobility that suits them. Our project wants to shift the attention of policymakers and mobility experts to those who often do not have a voice, providing cities a method to improve their public
transport systems and digital solutions and tailoring them to individual needs. To develop and test this method, our project
focuses on two groups that are often faced with unequal access to mobility. The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain focuses on older
people, approaching the digital gap that this age group might have. Complementary, the city of Eindhoven, the Netherlands
focuses on another group that might have difficulties accessing digital services, people with low income. At the end of the
project, the UMCASE methodology and execution tutorial will be made available for cities, citizens, service providers and other
stakeholders to support the design of more inclusive mobility services.In this session, we hope to share insights on:
- How to engage these two particular citizens groups in mobility questions (older people and people coming from lower
incomes);
- What drives citizens to participate in citizen engagement workshops (internal motivation, incentives, etc.) and how do we
keep them engaged;
- Best practices on communication and feedback loop;
- Overview of the UMCASE method, opportunities for cities and challenges;
- An initial overview of the pilot outcomes and recommendations, and how these can be exploited to other cities and regions.

As the world increases in complexity, the need to expand access to knowledge and insights is needed at an exponential
pace in order to solve our challenges within sustainable developments and urban mobility. The answer to this complexity is
partnerships and to expand networks that include many kinds of stakeholders and supplementing viewpoints. At BLOXHUB
– the Nordic Hub for sustainable urbanization – a unique ecosystem and partnership structures offer access to expert
knowledge within a broad range of urban complexities to challenge owners from corporates, organizations, and authorities
worldwide. This keynote will share experience and best practice of how to close the gaps between sectors, create network and
create impactful solutions, by use of the key element of success: Partnerships.

Martine R. Kildeby, Head of Strategic Partnerships, BLOXHUB

In the wake of the looming climate crisis, European cities are taking serious measures to combat one of the world’s leading
contributions to green house gases: society’s car centricity. In a landmark vision statement Cities Made for Living, produced by
Voi Technologies and Danish-based JAJA Architects, visualisations of future streets showcase how shared mobility can help
cities overcome a century-long planning bias toward cars and inspire decision-makers and citizens on how we can transform
cities into thriving and liveable places. Furthermore, the report articulates an end goal of the micromobility movement:
reinventing public transport for a future of shared mobility.
This session will unfold the report through a presentation of the conceptual thinking behind the future streetscapes (15
minutes), followed by a fireside chat between Voi and JAJA (15 minutes).

Kristina Hunter Nilsson, VP Communications at Voi Technology
Robert Joseph Martin, Head of Mobility, JAJA Architects

Giacomo Rossi, Principal Consultant, Mobility Europe at Frost & Sullivan
The Shared Guide Dog 4.0 is a robotic assistance system that can guide people to their desired destinations. Just like shared
bicycles are present in many cities, shared guide dogs can be similarly implemented to support blind and visually impaired
people. However, the challenges of autonomously driving on the sidewalk are not trivial.
In this panel, you gain insight into the development of this robot and how it is tested on Hamburg’s Test track for autonomous
and connected driving (TAVF). Join in the discussion to find out more: from technical aspects to how this project can be
expanded to help people with walking and orientation difficulties.

Track

10:30 PARTNERSHIPS ACROSS BORDERS – INSIGHTS & IMPACT

Keynote
& Q&A

15:15 URBAN MOBILITY FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED

Format

Jesús de la Quintana, Head of Emerging Initiatives Urban Solutions. at
Tecnalia R&I

Teddy Sibbern Axelsen, Head of DOLL Living Lab
Andreas Møgelmose, Computer vision and AI scientist at Aalborg University
13:45 EBIKES COULD CHANGE EVERYTHING
Thomas Vuillez, CEO of MATE.

Title for Session | Speakers

12:00 WALKING AND CYCLING DATA - CITY’S NEEDS, CHALLENGES,
AND MARKET GAPS

In this session the results of a Ramboll Smart Mobility study of public authority’s walking and cycling data needs, challenges
and gaps in the data market gaps will be presented and discussed with some of the 11 partners in the study. The report
is based on interviews with international walking and cycling data experts, in-depth interviews with walking and cycling
planners in 20 cities of different sizes, geographies, and level of walking, mapping of available data sources and an analysis
of the quality and limitations of the different data sources and benchmarking of their suitability for the different needs of the
cities.

Marianne Weinreich, Market Manager at Smart Mobility, Ramboll
Panel

Liveable
Cities

12:30 SEAMLESS, MULTIMODAL, CROSS-BORDER EXPERIENCE

Benelux/NRW Living Laboratory for MaaS
For the best part of a decade MaaS has been a key topic in mobility. Once fathomed as the Spotify or Netflix of mobility, the
commercial roll out was not as successful. In mobility, opposed to the entertainment industry, the access to standardised files/
services is complicated. There was no common denominator in MaaS. Each mode or organisation, and each region has their
own solutions. This makes for a highly scattered landscape. The implementation of ‘MaaS’, has been most successful under
local authority led initiatives. The Benelux goal is to serve the passenger and make available valuable information to serve all
the stakeholders.
The promises of MaaS, contributing to sustainability, system effectiveness and resilience, are in high demand. Mobility is
weighing down our carbon footprint. In order to reduce this either by nudging individuals to alter their consumption, or by
forcing them through regulatory measures, it is necessary to understand what is the situation through analysis.
In order to get access to the desired information, it needs to be consistent, transparent and GDPR compliant by default.
Its value to all different stakeholders alike requires it to be accessible without impediments. Finally, to serve a multitude
of sovereign authorities the solution needs to be neutral. The Benelux designed a collaborative solution including the
initiatives/strategies of the EU, and opinions by the passenger mobility stakeholders like EPF, UITP, EMTA, POLIS. It supports
the interaction by different service providers to cooperate, enhancing the passenger’s experience and making data readily
available for all stakeholders independently.

Ferdinand Burgersdijk, Strategic Advisor / Project Lead - Living Laboratory
for MaaS at Benelux Union

PROGRAMME | TOWNHALL STAGE | DAY 2
Title for Session | Speakers
13:15 FUTURE SKILLS IN MOBILITY

PROGRAMME | STARTUP STREET STAGE | DAY 1
Format

Track

Panel

Talent

In this talk the panel will explore currently growing skills gap and the main needs of the Mobility industry
in the coming years

Jakob Lindmark Frier, Head of Communications for Digital Hub Denmark
Christian Thomassen, Nordic Public Policy Manager at BOLT
Moderated by Rasa Strumskyte, Co-founder & VP Business Development
at Talent Garden
13:45 MAKING STANDARDS FOR CITIES AND OPERATORS
LEARNING FROM EACH OTHER TO PURSUE GROWTH

Cities, transit agencies, green mobility services have long sought ways to encourage more locals and tourists to move with
greener public and shared mobility services. Mobility as a Service has been trying to scale multimodal mobility adoption
through tackling the fragmentation of these services in single apps. While MaaS pilots and projects have emerged around
the globe, we have not yet seen such projects scale. WheelCoin, built by Iomob, launches on September 15th to create a first
of its kind: a Move2Earn app that leverages gamification, crypto and NFTs to nudge people towards low carbon mobility. In
this session, we will discuss how WheelCoin works and explore fundamental questions such as: Is it possible for WheelCoin
and similar initiatives get more people to adopt sustainable multimodal and MaaS schemes? What would it take for different
stakeholders to embrace a loyalty scheme like WheelCoin enabling users to exchange them for discounts on green mobility
services?

Boyd Cohen, CEO, Co-founder at Iomob
16:15 END OF DAY 2 (ON THIS STAGE)

Track

Keynote

Startups

Keynote

Startups

Keynote

Startups

Keynote

Startups

Keynote

Startups

Keynote

Startups

Keynote

Startups

Pierre Maillot, Vice President Of Business Development
at Heex Technologies
Panel

Connectivity
and Data
Sharing

Edwin van den Belt, Software Architect Dat.mobility & TOMP working group
Tu-Tho Thai, Director, Partnerships & Events, MobilityData
Bart Adams, CTO of xyzt.ai

15:15 LEVERAGING GAMIFICATION, CRYPTO AND NFTS
TO ACCELERATE SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY USE

11:30 PRESENTING A SELECTION OF THE WINNING STARTUPS FROM
THE EUROPEAN STARTUP PRIZE FOR MOBILITY
DATA, THE CHALLENGE AT THE HEART OF THE FUTURE OF MOBILITY

Format

The more intelligent and connected the mobility becomes, the more data is being generated, the more difficult it becomes to
access relevant and qualified data. Heex technologies helps mobility companies working on innovative technologies such as
autonomous driving to find the needle in the haystack by specifically focusing on the most pertinent data, the “Smart Data”.

The City Data Standard for Mobility (CDS-M) initiative, led by the city of Amsterdam, started as a project to revisit the way
cities and mobility operators exchange data for more efficiency in the management of mobility services while protecting
citizens’ privacy via strong compliance of GDPR.
Leaning on the industry expertise gathered by data platforms experts, such as Vianova, and other standardization initiatives,
such as TOMP-WG and MobilityData, the open-source community came together and pivoted toward an innovative protocol
for cities to make an informed choice when it comes to standards.
Join us to learn more about how you can turn a European legal constraint of data exchange into an opportunity for growth.

14:45 CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE - IF YOU BUILD IT, WILL THEY COME?
Niclas Wulker Pettersson, Head of Business Development Nordics
at Aqua Superpower
Matt Stace, Senior Sales Manager, Europe at Tritium
Helena Fagraeus Lundström, Chief Sustainability and
Strategy Officer at Xshore

Title for Session | Speakers

Panel

Electromobility

11:50 DISCOVER HOW AI COMBINED WITH CARPOOLING
UNLOCKS MOBILITY IN SUBURBAN AREAS

In a world strongly impacted by the climate and energetic crisis, it has become urgent to change the daily mobility habits
towards a more sustainable model. If sustainable mobility solutions are booming in city centres (bicycle sharing system,
electric scooters…), the car remains a necessary evil in rural and suburban areas. If carpooling seems to be a relevant solution,
it must be acknowledged that many projects promoting carpooling for daily commuting have failed. Indeed, it is not easy
to change deeply rooted mobility habits: accept to leave my car at home some days, make a detour to pick up a passenger, or
slightly adapt my departure time...
Furthermore, there are numerous co-benefits regarding carpooling. Beyond contributing to reducing the carbon impact
of commuting trips, carpooling helps to improve accessibility to both employment areas and areas poorly served by public
transport. Carpooling also gives the opportunity to mitigate road congestion in dense areas, increase carpoolers purchasing
power and meet new people.
At Karos, we are convinced that we found the recipe to finally initiate lasting changes in daily mobility habits, relying on three
pillars: (i) a disruptive technology based on 8 years of R&D; (ii) a full integration into the public transportation network; (iii) the
setup of strong incentives adapted to users’ profile (co-funding of passengers’ trips, reserved parking spots…).
With more than 5 million carpool trips made since 2014 and 600,000 users of the application, we now have proven and
scalable technology. We are already active in several countries (France, Germany, Denmark and Algeria), and we have
the support of the European Commission as a direct investor of Karos (via the EIC Fund) to accelerate our international
development.

Anaïs Enrico, International Development Manager at Karos Mobility
12:10 THE FERROMOBILE: FLEXIBILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY TO SHAPE
THE FUTURE OF RAIL MOBILITY
Keynote
& Q&A

MaaS &
Ticketing

The Ferromobile is a road-to-rail, electric and shared vehicle which can be driven like a car on the road and is autonomous on
railway tracks thanks to patented road-to-rail wheels. It is on-demand, available 24/7 and allows mobility from first to final
mile. This car is developed by SICEF, along with major partners in the railway and automotive industries. The Ferromobile
plans to revitalize small railway lines: those already closed and those with an occupancy rate too low to be profitably operated
by trains. Its low-cost structure combined with existing infrastructures enables the Ferromobile to provide a quality mobility
service at a very cheap price for both regional authorities and daily users. SICEF’s main objectives are first, to bring a flexible
public mobility service to rural areas & medium-sized cities and second, to help further decarbonize the transport sector.

Jules Morel, CEO of the SICEF & Arnaud Montebourg,
President of the SICEF representing SICEF
12:30 AUTONOMOUS DELIVERY TECHNOLOGY IN SUSTAINABLE CITIES IN EUROPE
The € 22B Last-Mile Food & Grocery Delivery Market in the UK and Europe is projected to reach € 64B by 2025, but it comes
with challenges: Excessive logistics costs, Intensive operations, Lack of Labour, Congestion in cities. As Delivers.AI, we’re on
a mission to a better place through autonomous delivery. A system of connected autonomous robots make the delivery
network; more accessible, safer, more efficient and better for the environment

Ali Kutay YARALI, Founder & CEO at Delivers AI
12:50 THE SMARTPHONE IS POWERFUL, LET´S USE IT TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT
OF CARS IN OUR CITIES.

The Kobla app has been introduced in seven different municipalities in Norway and Sweden, in different climates, cultures
and topologies, and using different methodologies. It provides its users with information such as car trip and ownership
costs, CO2-emissions and better alternatives, that helps the user take control of their mobility habits. The app is designed for
busy times and privacy first, so it logs journeys automatically but data never leaves the user’s phone. Kobla is a platform that
municipalities and companies can use to improve mobility habits and collect useful data, while still adhering to best practice
regarding user privacy. And then the nudging starts. In this session the Kobla team shares what we have learned about
influencing citizens, gamification and introducing a new app without a big marketing budget, by presenting three case
studies.

Arild Tjomsland, Chairman of the Board at Kobla AS
13:10 TRACEABILITY OF SOFTWARE PROVENANCE AND INTEGRITY IN SOFTWARE
SUPPLY CHAINS

Get first insight into asvin’s D-SBOM solution and its benefits for the automotive industry. The Distributed Software Bill of
Material (D-SBOM) is a novel solution for managing the exploding number of dependencies in software in a decentralized
and distributed manner across the software supply chain. D-SBOM helps maintain control over dependencies, and performs
real-time threat analysis for known vulnerabilities, providing transparency, trust and
integrity.

Christian Billmann, Head of marketing at Asvin GMBH
Sara Ghatta, Research Associate
13:30 IT’S MY HUMAN RIGHT TO OWN A CAR - OR IS IT?

Is owning a car your human right? Join this session to open your mind about the future of how we create more livable cities by
having shared mobility as your go to mode of transport.

Bibi Blomqvist, Co-founder at COGO App

PROGRAMME | STARTUP STREET STAGE | DAY 1
Title for Session | Speakers
14:00 FOUNDERS SCHOOL

PROGRAMME | STARTUP STREET STAGE | DAY 2
Format

Track

Masterclass

Startups

This session covers questions concerning how to raise money from professional investors. Who is the right investor? Where do
I find them? What are they looking for and what should I be looking for? How long does it take? Matthias is founding partner
of Rethink Mobility, a leading early stage VC fund in Europe.

Matthias Schanze, Founding Partner at Rethink Mobility
14:30 WELCOME TO PLUG AND PLAY - THE LARGEST INNOVATION PLATFORM
IN THE WORLD

Masterclass

Startups

Plug and Play Tech Center has its roots in the center of Silicon Valley, headquartered in Sunnyvale. The company is
essentially an ecosystem, which has notably brought together 66,000+ startups, 500+ world corporations, venture capital
firms, universities, and government agencies in the past 16 years, and have raised over $12 billion in funding by companies
within the community, with investments in companies like Google, PayPal, Dropbox, LendingClub, N26, Soundhound, Honey,
Kustomer, and Guardant Health.

Keynote

Startups

Bryan Pellerin, CEO and Head of Product at ChargeBnB
15:40 UNLEASH THE FULL POTENTIAL OF ELECTRICAL FLEETS – USE YOUR
VEHICLE DATA

Companies are under pressure to electrify their fleets. The larger the fleet, the greater the complexity, energy consumption
and challenges. Can all vehicles always be charged on time? Do they reach their destination? Can my grid connection handle
the load? By connecting fleet and charge management and integrating different data, vehicle availability can be ensured
while saving costs and emissions. Integrating vehicle data such as State of Health, State of Charge, and Range, as well as
usage and grid data enables an optimized demand-based charge management.

Elena Frimmersdorf, Business Development at IO-Dynamics GmbH

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

13:35 BUILDING THE WORLD’S FIRST CROSS BORDER DIGITAL PUBLIC
TRANSPORT PAYMENT CARD
Conor Clancy, CEO and co-founder at Skipit ApS

Keynote
& Q&A

Startups

13:55 FOUNDERS SCHOOL

Masterclass

Startups

11:30 THE UNTAPPED POTENTIAL OF MOBILITY DATA – EASY ANALYTICS
FOR CLEANER AND SAFER CITIES

Connectivity is accelerating across the entire mobility ecosystem with Internet-of-Things devices generating huge amounts
of data from existing and new mobility trends. Just think about the many new ways to measure traffic and mobility. Before
we were limited to conventional traffic counters and CCTV cameras, now we have floating car data from connected vehicles,
privacy-preserving crowdsensing sensors, data from e-bikes and scooters, weather data, and more. Thanks to technology
companies tracking this data in an aggregated way, these new and alternative sources of information are available to us
today while it protects and ensures the security and privacy of personal information.
The instant availability of privacy-preserving mobility data is creating immense opportunities for city authorities and mobility
companies. By bringing all this information together in a powerful analytics platform, we can finally leverage and combine
the massive amounts of different data from IoT technology and accelerate time to insights from months to minutes.
This enables city authorities and mobility companies to gain a deeper understanding of real-time and historical mobility
situations and its evolution to make smarter decisions for cleaner and safer cities.

The bicycle is one of human kinds most efficient inventions. It is a multisolving tool that answers to 11 of the 17 SDGs, and yet its
potential as a mode of transportation is highly under utilized. Having kids marks the tipping point into a car centric lifestyle.
This is the story of designing a mobility service for urban families because. of its transformational potential.
Through this talk, Kari Anne will talk about how Whee! uses design and user centric innovation methodology to shift people
towards a new main mode of transportation. You will get the full story of Whee.bike and their ambitious goals of improving
society through the bicycle.

Kari Anne Solfjeld Eid, Founder and CPO at Whee!

Anders Sloth Nielsen
An increasing number of EV drivers don’t have the opportunity to charge at home. Similarly, new mobility services like car
sharing, last-mile delivery and commercial vehicle fleets going fully electric are all in need of predictable and affordable
charging solutions. This makes EV drivers and mobility service providers reliant on expensive public charging solutions which
are not reliably available close to where they live. ChargeBnB will share how they are enabling an ecosystem of electric vehicle
charging by connecting drivers to shared charging points close to home, and at their destinations. This is a solution that was
developed in the world’s most mature EV market and has been tested in a sharing-economy smart city project in the Halden
Municipality in Norway.

Track

11:50 DESIGNING A SHIFT AWAY FROM CAR CENTRICITY

curated by Copenhagen Capacity

15:20 ENABLING AN ECOSYSTEM OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGER SHARING

Format

Bart Adams, CTO of xyzt.ai

Jakob Gaard, Manager, Intl. Corporate
Partnerships Country Lead, Denmark at
Plug and Play Tech Center
15:00 INVESTING IN COPENHAGEN

Title for Session | Speakers

Keynote

Startups

12:10 MAKING ROAD SAFETY MORE INCLUSIVE FOR ALL USERS,
NOT JUST CARS, THANKS TO AI

Huge amounts of data are generated every day by connected vehicles. But how does raw information turn into safer streets
and eventually saving lives? In partnership with Europe’s premier automobile manufacturers, and training models from
vulnerable road users data including micromobility and pedestrian flows, Vianova has recently released a Road Safety
Dashboard. This innovation enables fleet managers and cities to visualize hard braking events and other metrics, identifying
dangerous areas where accidents are likely to happen. Insights can be used to improve street and intersection design as well
as push information to vehicles when approaching dangerous areas where Vulnerable Road Users could be involved. Our
technology integrates into Advanced Driver Assistance Systems and is fueled with Floating Car and Shared Micro-Mobility
Data, helping cities and fleets operators reduce road traffic fatalities and save lives. Through this innovation, Vianova hopes
to support the safety of all road users thanks to better data insights as well as empower cities and companies to achieve their
vision for zero killed or seriously injured road users.

Marcus Miller, Market Development Associate for Northern
& Eastern Europe at Vianova
12:30 HOW BENOMAD FACILITATES THE TRANSITION AND USAGE
OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES WITH CONNECTED SERVICES

Driving an electric vehicle has to be as simple as using an ICE vehicle but it requires connected services and collaboration
between all the stakeholders. BeNomad is a technology partner of leading OEMs, Mobility Service Providers and fleet
operators who are active in facilitating the transition and usage of electric vehicles.
Our ev-Move connected solutions are built on advanced energy consumption estimation algorithms. We put fleets and
drivers’ needs at the center to enhance driving experience and accompany them on each stage of their electric journey from
electrification to trip planning,driving and charging.

Jérôme Hess, Head of Business Development at Benomad
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12:50 A WORLD WITHOUT GPS: CAN YOU NAVIGATE YOUR CAR WITH AI

Imagine you wake up in the morning and check your navigation app, only to discover that “it is searching
for a network”. Imagine that while you are driving, the navigation app suddenly stops working.
Can you still navigate? The GPS’s positioning services are one of the important things we have access to every day, hour, and
moment. You want to know where you are at all times, so you probably use a GPS. The system was originally limited to use by
the United States military, where civilian use was allowed from the 80s.
Let’s focus only on car positioning. Today, many drivers use Google Maps, Apple Maps, Waze, and other navigation apps to
determine the best route to their destination. All these navigation apps rely on GPS availability to calculate the car’s position
anytime, anywhere.
ALMA Technologies Ltd. was established to find a robust alternative for car positioning without relying
on GPS. ALMA develops a unique positioning system based on low-cost inertial sensors and revolutionary
AI algorithms that can operate without GPS.

Barak Or, CEO & Founder at Alma Technologies
13:15 CUTTING THE CORD ON CONVENTIONAL EV CHARGING
We, individuals and fleet operators, are all under immense pressure to decarbonise. One of the biggest setbacks to doing this
is scarce and poor charging infrastructure. 93% of drivers are not satisfied with the public network charging experience, 57%
of rapid chargers are found broken or damaged, and 37% spend over 30 mins to locate a rapid charger. The solution? Mobile,
DC charging delivered right to your car or fleet, wherever it’s parked, on time, when you need it — it’s a zero-hassle experience.
This is the future of EV charging.

Jan Samal, CEO at Nimbee

How to MATE passion with crowdfunding and make millions. Record breaking crowdfunding campaigns has been one of
the main drivers of the successful entrepreneurial journey behind MATE. Crowdfunding can be a great tool for growth - to
raise funds for your first production batch, as a go-to-market strategy, for validation of your product or service - or even your
company (equity crowdfunding) and for growing and engaging your community. Get the story behind MATE and learn the
golden recipe of making a successful crowdfunding campaign.

Julie Kronstrøm Carton, Founder at Mate Bike

PROGRAMME | STARTUP STREET STAGE | DAY 2
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14:15 EIB FINANCING SUPPORT TO INNOVATIVE TRANSPORT
Stéphane Petti, Mobility Innovation & New Technologies at
European Investment Bank

PROGRAMME | SIDE EVENTS | DAY 1
Format

Track

Title for Session | Speakers | Location

Format

Masterclass

Startups

Oct 12th | 16:30 - 18:00
EVENING SOCIAL SUMMIT

Networking

Just come
along!

Tour

Booking
required

Tour

Booking
required

Networking
Drinks

Booking
required

Your invitation to join us and your fellow attendees for drinks in the networking area

14:45 COMING SOON
Alexander Macdonald, Founder & CEO at HindSight

Keynote

Startups

15:00 MOBILITY WITHOUT MUCH BACK AND FORT

Keynote

Startups

Mobility as a service is rising. In order to achieve the global goals of averting the climate crisis, it is essential that fewer people
own a private car. The solution is in sight and is called shared mobility. But why do only 12% of the Germans use shared
mobility? One of the main reasons is because of the amount of applications there are on the market. Every provider has its
own app and the users have to switch between them to find the nearest located mobility devices. It should be a common
vision of everyone to make shared mobility easy to access and manage. To book any device at any time with a few clicks in
just one application. That´s our goal. to make all means of transport in the world bookable in one app. Another benefit of
a single booking system for all providers? The easier it is to enter the market, the wider it becomes. New Start-ups get the
chance to place their devices without needing their own app. Everyone can join the market with Mob. Because more shared
devices mean that we are getting closer to our goal of less emissions, greener cities, and an eco-friendly future

In collaboration with Ramboll, State of Green invites TIMS 2022 participants on a guided bicycle trip to experience innovative
Copenhagen mobility infrastructure and solutions. The tour will take you from the conference venue (Bella Center) to the
city centre along some of Copenhagen’s “Cycle Superhighways” as well as other advanced bicycle infrastructure solutions,
including The Bicycle Snake bridge, bicycle-priority ITS solutions and innovative bicycle parking solutions such as Karen
Blixen’s Square and Nørreport, ending at the Inner Harbour Bridge. We will stop along the way and give short introductions to
the solutions we see on the way. The tour is approx. 12 kilometres / 7.5 miles long and will take 1.5 hours.

SESSION CURATED BY

Oct 12th | 17:30 - 21:00 | BLOXHUB, Bryghuspladsen 8, 3rd floor, 1473
MOBILITY MOVERS AND SHAKERS WINE RECEPTION

Dainius Patzak, Founder at MOB
15:20 THE MISSING LINK

Oct 12th | 15:00 - 16:30 | City of Copenhagen
GO BIKING WITH STATE OF GREEN

Keynote

Startups

Meet Bikeloop - The secure bikeparking solution for urban areas with limited space

Hedda Heyerdahl, Chief Executive Officer at BikeLoop

Join our festive BLOXHUB wine reception to celebrate that The International Mobility Summit is in town. Meet your
fellow mobility movers and shakers in an informal gathering that will feature meet-ups between you and key BLOXHUB
mobility members that has made a difference. Also, get a short intro to BLOXHUB and how we work with mobility through
international partnerships.

Mingle curiously, talk actions and hopefully partner up!
Oct 12th | 18:00 - 21:00 | AC Lounge of the AC Hotel Bella Sky.
MOBILISE AND SOCIALISE WITH GOURBAN

PROGRAMME | SIDE EVENTS | PRE-EVENT

After an action-packed first day, @goUrban will be hosting an after-event food and drink reception at
18:30 on 12 October in the AC Lounge of the AC Hotel Bella Sky.

Title for Session | Speakers | Location

Format

Oct 11th | 14:30 - 17:30 | Doll Living Lab
SITE VISIT: LIVE EXPO AT DOLL LIVING LAB (TIMS ATTENDEES ONLY)

Tour

Join an exciting tour around Europe’s largest outdoor living lab for intelligent lighting, traffic systems, and Smart City
solutions. Experience state-of-the-art solutions, implemented at 1:1 scale in a dynamic city environment consisting of 13
kilometers of road, bicycle lanes, intersections, etc.
Our mobility and ITS partners are ready to perform live practical demonstrations, advise on how to choose the right
technology and generate high-quality data to address the needs of modern cities. You will tour DOLL Living Lab in groups,
accompanied by a qualified guide, and get to experience a variety of installations, live demonstrations, pitches and
presentations. The tour will be informative, inspiring and provide insight into the future of Smart Mobility solutions.

Oct 11th | 18:00 – 19:30 | Copenhagen City Hall
CITY HALL OFFICIAL WELCOME RECEPTION

Together with their partner @INVERS, we’d like to invite you to celebrate innovation in mobility.

Pre
registration
required

Join us to unwind with a signature goUrban spritz. We hope you can join to raise a glass to exciting new opportunities in the
mobility field!

PROGRAMME | SIDE EVENTS | DAY 2
Networking

On the Eve of The International Mobility Summit, The Lord Mayor of Copenhagen and City of Copenhagen will host a very
special reception for invited guests & partners to formally welcome delegates on behalf of the city

Pre
registration
required

PROGRAMME | SIDE EVENTS | DAY 1

Title for Session | Speakers | Location

Format

Oct 13th | 10:00 - 11:00 | Room 16
LET’S TURN PROBLEMS INTO SOLUTIONS - BRIDGING THE GAP FOR
MOBILITY OPERATORS

Workshop

Shared
Mobility

Oct 13th | 13:40 - 14:40 | Networking area
MOBILITY MEETINGS LIVE

Match
making

Networking

Tour

Booking
required

The last few years have seen a steady rise in shared mobility, yet in spite of strong growth opportunities and greater public
acceptance, many shared mobility operators are facing issues relating to data management, profitability and innovation. At
goUrban, we aim to identify problems encountered by operators and provide innovative solutions to them. This workshop is
an opportunity to discuss the core blockers and how they can be overcome in an expert-led, interactive roundtable setting.

Title for Session | Speakers | Location

Format
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Oct 12th | 11:45 - 12:45 | Networking Area
MOBILITY MEETINGS LIVE

Match
making

Networking

Join the networking event and meet sustainable mobility industry professionals from around the world.
Get the chance to share your ideas, to inspire and to collaborate on your projects with other mobility professionals at the
summit. You will have the opportunity to network with local officials, event partners, international delegates, and speakers of
the event.

Join the networking event and meet sustainable mobility industry professionals from around the world.
Get the chance to share your ideas, to inspire and to collaborate on your projects with other mobility professionals at the
summit. You will have the opportunity to network with local officials, event partners, international delegates, and speakers of
the event.

SESSION CURATED BY

SESSION CURATED BY

Oct 12th | 14:00 - 16:30 | Room 6
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES: PUTTING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE MACHINE

The technology associated with personal transportation and mobility is developing rapidly, and in some key respects this
can be regarded as part of a continuum which has emerged as part of wider considerations regarding smart buildings,
infrastructure, cities and regions. The meaning of these developments, and their importance to the lives of users, requires a
collaborative, inclusive and people centred approach to design, taking cognisance of problems and barriers which may be
faced by people and their communities in everyday life. In this sense, we place an emphasis on the fact that people should be
regarded as assets in the design and implementation of new technologies, able to respond to and consider technology as one
of the many solutions available to tackle current challenges. This workshop will explore the role of stakeholder collaboration
and participation within the design of autonomous vehicle projects. Whilst much of the technology, as it develops, is
measured against volumetric KPIs, research undertaken by the workshop leaders suggests that drawing on methods from
the social sciences and design thinking will prove to be fruitful and help to ensure that the technology does not become a
“solution in search of a problem”. The workshop will concentrate on the consideration and elaboration of use cases whereby
autonomous vehicles might provide a unique and positive response to challenges faced by society. All are welcome, and we
look forward to a lively discussion.

Daria Belkouri, Robert Gordon University
Dr Ditte Bendix Lanng, Aalborg University
Professor Richard Laing, Northumbria University

Apply
to take part

Oct 13th | 15:00 - 16:30 | City of Copenhagen
GO BIKING WITH STATE OF GREEN

In collaboration with Ramboll, State of Green invites TIMS 2022 participants on a guided bicycle trip to experience innovative
Copenhagen mobility infrastructure and solutions. The tour will take you from the conference venue (Bella Center) to the
city centre along some of Copenhagen’s “Cycle Superhighways” as well as other advanced bicycle infrastructure solutions,
including The Bicycle Snake bridge, bicycle-priority ITS solutions and innovative bicycle parking solutions such as Karen
Blixen’s Square and Nørreport, ending at the Inner Harbour Bridge. We will stop along the way and give short introductions to
the solutions we see on the way. The tour is approx. 12 kilometres / 7.5 miles long and will take 1.5 hours.

SESSION CURATED BY
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